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Abstract 

The main objective of the paper is to select a novel feature region for robust digital image watermarking. The method used select 
a no overlapping feature region set, which has the greatest robustness against various attacks and can preserve image quality as 
much as possible after watermarked. To evaluate the robustness of every candidate feature we first perform a simulated attacking 
procedure using some predefined attacks. That evaluation results are track-with-pruning procedure to search a primary feature 
set. Then preserving the image quality, we extended the primary feature set by adding into some auxiliary feature regions. This 
work is formulated as a multidimensional knapsack problem and solved by a genetic algorithm based approach. By comparing 
and evaluate the result of both primary and extended feature region set results, the proposed method exhibits better performance 
in robust digital watermarking.   

Index Terms --Feature detector, genetic algorithm, geometric distortions, multidimensional knapsack problem (MDKP), 

robust digital watermarking. 

 

1. Introduction  

         The effectiveness of a digital watermarking algorithm is indicated by the robustness of embedded watermarks 
against various attacks. Attacks which attempt to destroy or invalidate watermarks can be classified into two types, 
noise-like signal processing and geometric distortions. Attacks of the first type intend to remove embedded 
watermarks from the cover image by a signal processing approach. The second type of attack, which results in 
synchronization errors by geometric distortions, makes a detector fail to detect the existence of watermarks even if 
they are still on the image. The methods proposed to resist geometric distortions can be classified into the transform-
based, pilot-based and feature-based schemes. 
        As a result, we propose a feature region selection method based on the idea of simulated attacking and 
multidimensional knapsack problem (MDKP) optimization techniques in this paper. This method can be integrated 
into the feature-based watermarking schemes to enhance their robustness against various types of attack. The 
experimental results which apply StirMark attacks to some benchmark images watermarked on the feature regions 
selected by the proposed method exhibit better robustness in robust digital watermarking than existing methods. 
 
2. Feature-based digital image watermarking 
 
      Feature detectors perform specific transformations on digital images to extract their local features, ranging from 
a point to an object, and have been adopted in many applications such as previously noted in; most features of an 
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image can be preserved after it suffers a distortion such as scaling, rotation, or illumination changes. Therefore, 
several feature-based watermarking methods have been developed by exploiting the robustness of feature regions 
against attacks. The general process of these methods is depicted in Fig. 1, where the same feature detector is 
adopted in both the embedding process and the detection process.  
 

Unfortunately, this observation is not satisfied in case A, because region A1 is the most robust one among 
the overlapping regions but its corner response is the smallest. This is not an unusual case in an image. Furthermore, 
in case C, both regions C2 and C3 have good robustness but can resist different kinds of attacks. The watermarked 
C2 region is able to resist most attacks except the filter based distortion. In contrast, only JPEG based attacks cannot 
be resisted by C3. Although both regions are available and robust, only one should be watermarked since they are 
overlapped. The selection would be easier if both A and C region series are involved since by this way all the 
predefined attacks can be resisted when A1 and C3 are selected. 

 
 

 
 

Fig 1. Selected regions from features detected by the Harris–Laplacian detector. 
           

After feature region detection, selecting an optimal set of nonoverlapping regions for watermarking is 
necessary. Normally, feature selection according to a single criterion like corner response or the number of 
neighbouring feature points inside a region cannot guarantee maximum robustness against various attacks. Here, we 
use the three overlapping cases, A, B, and C in Fig., obtained by the Harris–Laplacian detector to illustrate this 
phenomenon. All regions in these cases are embedded through an additive way in the spatial domain with the same 
watermark and then suffer six kinds of image distortion as attacks. The additive watermark embedding strategy is 
commonly adopted in the existing feature-based watermarking methods. 
         The resistance of each region and the existence of its watermark after being attacked are shown. Every 
region’s corner response is also shown in that table. In case B, region B3 has the highest corner response and better 
robustness, so the corner response seems to be a good criterion of feature region selection.   
 
3. Selection of optimal feature region set based on simulated attacking and mdkp 
techniques 
 
      A block diagram of the proposed feature region selector is shown in Fig, where its input is the region set 
obtained by a feature detector, and the output is a set of robust feature regions selected. The first operational stage is 
responsible to find out a minimal feature region set under the objective of resisting as many predefined attacks as 
possible. Here, a track-with-pruning algorithm is developed to search for the optimal solution. In the second 
operational stage, the primary feature set is extended by a genetic algorithm-based search procedure to enhance its 
robustness to undefined attacks. 
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3.1 Primary Feature Set Searching Stage 
 
         As shown in Fig, at first, the watermark sequence is pseudo randomly generated and repeatedly embedded into 
the feature regions in the watermark insertion phase whose details have been reported in our previous work. Then, a 
few representative attacks are applied to the watermarked feature regions for evaluating their robustness in the 
simulated attacking phase. The attacks are difficult to be formulated by a common model because of their diverse 
characteristics. 
 

 
 

Fig 3 Block diagram of the proposed feature region selector 
 
          In our experiment, they are generated from the StirMark benchmark program including JPEG, Median 
Filter, Sharpening Filter, Rotation, Scaling, and Cropping. The attack resistance analysis phase is implemented by a 
two-step procedure. In this phase, the original feature regions are first checked if they can be re-detected in the 
attacked image.  

The watermark Wr embedded in each successfully redetected region is then extracted to examine the 
consistency (bit error) between itself with the original watermark W. Using dr,a to indicate whether the region can 
resist the predefined attack or not, it is defined as 

 
dr,a= {1.BER( W,Wr) < T, 0 otherwise 

 
 Where, 

 BER(W,Wr) denotes the bit error between W and Wr. 
   T is a predefined bit error threshold. 

 
 
3.2 Feature Set Extension Stage 
 
      By the previous stage, an optimal feature region set is chosen for watermarking to resist the predefined attacks. 
Because this set may fail to resist some non-predefined  attacks, we need to add some auxiliary regions selected 
from those residual feature regions to enhance the robustness of watermarked image against undefined attacks under 
preserving its visual quality. Since the characteristics of undefined attacks are of wide variety and are difficult to 
model, we therefore adopt a multi-criteria optimization strategy for the selection of auxiliary feature regions. First, 
the assumption that the feature regions which survive more types of predefined attacks are more likely to resist 
undefined attacks is applied. 
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    3.2.1 False-Positive Analysis 
 
         The bit error threshold which determines the presence of a target watermark in a region is generally 
decided by examining the false positive rate. Define as the false-positive rate of a watermark bit from its 
corresponding repeating bits, and assume each extracted repeating bit is an independent random variable with 
probability 0.5.  
       Then, based on the Bernoulli trials, can be calculated by where is the repeating times and the is a ceiling 
function that outputs the smallest integer greater than or equal to a real argument. To judge the existence of 
watermark in a region, we check if the bit error between the detected watermark sequence and the original 
watermark sequence is smaller. The detection of watermark for each region is performed by locally searching times 
to tackle the problem of feature detection errors. If there is at least one successful detection, the region is claimed as 
watermarked. 
           It would be helpful to find out the most robust regions if there is prior knowledge of each region’s attack 
resistance capability. As a result, we propose a feature region selection method based on the idea of simulated 
attacking and multidimensional knapsack problem (MDKP) optimization techniques. This method can be integrated 
into the feature-based watermarking schemes to enhance their robustness against various types of attack. 
 
3.2.2 Evaluation of Robustness  
 
       Two schemes implement pure Harris–Laplacian-based watermarking (HLBW) and Harris–Affine-based 
watermarking (HABW). The corner response values are used to remove overlapping feature regions. Each of the test 
images watermarked by HLBW or HABW has a PSNR between 38–43 dB with its original image. The other two 
schemes perform the proposed selection method after Harris–Laplacian and Harris–Affine detectors are executed. 
Each of the test images watermarked by or has a PSNR between 40–43 dB with its original image. Clearly, it is 
difficult to visually distinguish cover image from the watermarked one.  

The four above-mentioned watermarking schemes are also compared with three feature-based 
watermarking methods using circular or elliptic features; they are Tang and Hang’s method, Seo and Yoo’s 
characteristic scale method, and shape adaption method. 
       The comparisons are based on the criterion of detection ratio, defined as the ratio of the number of 
successfully detected regions with respect to the total number of watermarked regions in an image. All comparisons 
for the test images under geometric and noise-like signal processing attacks are shown. In the experiment, twelve 
attacks are adopted as predefined attacks (they are Croppingm30%, 50%, Rotation 15, 45, Scaling 0.75, 1.1, Linear 
Transform with 1.013 0.008 0.011 1.008, JPEG 60, 40, 20, Median 3 3, and Sharpening Filter). The symbol, - -, 
indicates that the test result was not provided in the reference paper. As illustrated in Tables IV–VI, the proposed 
selection method obviously enhances the robustness of feature-based watermarking methods against various attacks, 
such as JPEG compression, median filter, rotation, and scaling attacks. The issue indeed is a serious problem of 
most feature-based watermarking schemes since the watermarked feature regions can be easily identified and 
multiple redundant watermarks are embedded in an image. It deserves to be investigated in our future work. 
 
4. Discussions 

 
It is important to determine a proper set of predefined attacks since the resistance of selected feature 

regions will significantly influence the performance of watermarking. Therefore, we conduct three cases of 
predefined attacks with six different sets on Lena, Baboon, and Pepper images to demonstrate the relationship 
between the set of predefined attacks and watermarking robustness. 

 
  Case I:  Two sets of predefined attacks including only noise like signal processing  attacks. 
               —Set A: three predefined attacks (JPEG 40; Median 3 3; Sharpening  Filter).  

 —Set B: five predefined attacks (JPEG 60, 40, 20; Median 3 3; Sharpening Filter). 
 

 Case II:  Two sets of predefined attacks including only geometric distortions  attacks. 
  —Set A: four predefined attacks (Rotation 45; Scaling 0.75; Cropping 50%; Linear Transform with 1.013 

                                0.008 0.011 1.008).   
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  —Set B: seven predefined attacks (Rotation 15, 45; Scaling 0.75, 1.1; Cropping 30%, 50%; Linear        
                 tansform with 1.013 0.008 0.011 1.008).   

 Case III:  Two sets of predefined attacks including   both noise-like signal processing and geometric distortions     
                  attacks 

    —Set A: Seven predefined attacks (JPEG 40; Median 3 3; Sharpening Filter; Rotation 45; Scaling 0.75; 
     cropping 50%; Linear Transform with 1.013 0.008 0.011 1.008). 

    —Set B: Twelve predefined attacks (JPEG 60, 40, 20; Median 3 3; Sharpening Filter; Rotation 15, 45;  
                    Scaling 0.75, 1.1; Cropping 30%, 50%; Linear Transform with (91.013 0.008 0.011 1.008). 

 
Thirty attacks generated from the benchmark program, Stir-Mark, including twenty attacks of geometric 

distortions (Rotation 1, 5, 10, 30; Scaling 0.5, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5; Linear Transform with 1.007 0.010 0.010 1.012, 1.010 
0.013 0.009 1.011; Cropping 40%; Random Bending; Rotation Scaling 1, 5, 15, 45; Line Removed 1 5, 5 17; 
Shearing 1% 1%, 5% 5%) and ten attacks of noise-like signal processing (JPEG 70, 50, 30, 10; Median 2 2, 4 4; 
Gaussian Filter; FMLR; Color reduce; Uniform noise), are adopted as undefined attacks.  

They are used to evaluate the resistance of the different predefined attack sets in the three images. The 
experimental results are illustrated where the notation indicates the results of successful resistance ratio. Here, and 
are the number of undefined attacks successfully resisted and total undefined attacks belonging to noise-like signal 
processing, respectively. Similarly, and are the number of undefined attacks successfully resisted and total undefined 
attacks belonging to geometric distortions, respectively. Therefore, watermarking performance is related to the 
variety of attack characteristics covered in the predefined attacks. Besides, the number of predefined attacks of the 
same type slightly affects the resistance of a watermarked image.    
  
5. Results 
 

A feature region selection method based on the idea of simulated attacking and multidimensional knapsack 
problem optimization techniques. To enhance their robustness against various types of attacks. In our experiment, 
the benchmark program, StirMark is used to attack three well-known 512 *512 images, Lena, Baboon, and Pepper, 
watermarked by four feature-based schemes. All schemes adopt Harris–Laplacian or Harris–Affine detector to 
extract feature regions by setting the parameters of initial scale, scale step factor between two successive levels, and 
the number of scale levels, as 1.5, 1.1, and 15, respectively. For each test image, the detector extracts 100 feature 
regions according to their corner response. The watermark used is a sequence which repeats 16 times from a pseudo 
randomly generated 100-bit sequence. Those adopted watermark embedding and detecting methods are reported in 
our previous work, and they follow the process similar to existing methods. As a result, the robustness of 
watermarks against different attacks can be partially decided by user requirement.  

To have a good design, we can collect a wide variety of attacks ever used and choose adequate ones for 
simulated attacking based on user requirement. We cannot exclude the possibility that an image encounters new 
attacks with the characteristics never noticed. Therefore, there is the feature set extension stage in our algorithm to 
include some auxiliary feature regions into the feature set. 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
     To select the most adequate feature regions for robust digital watermarking under the constraint of preserving 
image quality.The robustness against various attacks is significantly improved. A novel method based on the 
simulated attacking approach and the GA-based MDKP solving procedure is developed to select the most adequate 
feature regions for robust digital image watermarking under the constraint of preserving image quality. Compared 
with other feature-based watermarking methods, the robustness against various attacks is significantly improved by 
the proposed method, and the image quality after watermarking is still preserved.   

It may be considered that our method consumes too much computation time in measuring the robustness of 
feature regions due to the simulated attacking. But in practice, according to the experimental results, this is not a 
concern if the adopted predefined attacks are representative, since a small number of candidate feature regions will 
be sufficient to reach full robustness.  

However, we are still making effort to develop a faster robustness measurement scheme and extend the 
proposed method to design a secure digital  watermarking scheme.It would be helpful to find out the most robust 
regions if there is prior knowledge of each region’s attack resistance capability. As a result, we propose a feature 
region selection method based on the idea of simulated attacking and multidimensional knapsack problem (MDKP) 
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optimization techniques. This method can be integrated into the feature-based watermarking schemes to enhance 
their robustness against various types of attack. 
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